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G = <V(G), E(G)> denotes a directed graph without loops and multiple 
arrows. Y(G) denotes the set of all Hamiltonian circuits of G. Put H(I~, r) = 
maxiI E(G)I, I V(G)1 = n, 1 < I X(G)1 < r}. THEOREM: H(n, 1) = ($/2) + 
(n/2) - 1. Further, H(n, 2) ,..., H(n, 5) are given. 
This paper continues an investigation of Hamiltonian graphs which was 
initiated by Bondy in [l] and continued, e.g., in [2, 31. In 131, Sheehan 
proved that a symmetric Hamiltonian graph G containing more than 
[I v(G)j2/4] + 1 edges must contain at least two distinct Hamiltonian cycIes. 
We prove an analogous statement for directed graphs. 
We consider directed graphs without loops and multiple arrows. V(G) and 
E(G) denote the sets of vertices and arrows of G, respectively. Let us use 
the convention that if x, y E V(G) and both (x, y) E E(G) and (u, x) E E(G), 
then {x, ~1 is said to be a zigzag arrow of G. 
DEFINITION I. Let H = (Y(H), E(H)) be a graph, V(H) = (yl ,..., y+.$. 
Let -C be a cyclic ordering of v((H) (ul < y, < ... < yn < yl). A couple 
(H, <) is said to have the property P if the following conditions are satisfied 
(integers are taken mod n): 
(1) ( yi+l , vi> $ E(H) for i = l,..., n. 
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(2) For each yi < yi < yi’ < yj’ < yi at least one of the following four 
formulas fails to be true: ( yi , yi,) E E(H), ( yi, , yi) E E(H), ( yj , yj,) E ,!?(I$), 
<Yf 2 Yd f? -wo 
(3) For each yi < yi < y, < yi at least one of the following three 
formulas fails to be true: ( yi , yj) E E(H), ( yj , yli> E E(H), (y, , y,) E E(H). 
Remark. Condition 2 means that there are no crossing zigzag arrows 
in H. Condition 3 means that there are no 3-circuits oriented like ‘<. 
LEMMA. Let (H, <) have the property P, / V(H)! = n. Therl 
Proof. By induction: Evidently, the lemma holds for n = 3. Suppose 
that the lemma is true for all k, 3 < k < n - 1. We prove it for k = n. 
(a) Suppose that there are no zigzag arrows in H. Let ! E(H)1 = (3. 
Then H is a strong tournament and it is extremely easy to show that 
Condition 3 of Definition 1 is not satisfied. 
(b) Suppose that there is a zigzag arrow in H, e.g., ( yi , yj> E E(H) 
and (vj , ui> E -Wf). Denote A = (Y~+~ , Y<+~ ,..., ~j-~>, B = l~j+~ , Yjtz ,..., 
yi-r}. Clearly, A f m, B f 0. Put 1 A 1 = a, / B 1 = b. It holds that: 
i{(y, , yJ E E(H), <yV, y,) E A x B u B x A}1 < a . b. Denote the set on 
the left side of the above inequality by C. Denote HI = (V(H,), E(H,)), 
where JWG = A u {yi , YJ, -WfJ = -W-f) n fWl) x f’YH,> - {<Y, , uJ>, 
<I = (Vi 7 Yi+1 >.-.i yj , yi). Clearly, (HI , <1) has the property P; hence, 
by the induction assumption, j E(Hl)j < (“i’) - 1. 
.~Replacing A by B and changing the roles of yi , yj we gain a graph Hz 
with the property P and an inequality 1 E(H,)[ < (“2”) - 1. However, 
E(H) = E(H,) U E(H,) u C and so it is easy to derive that [ E(H)/ < (3 - ,l. 
Q.E.D. 
Notation. G is a directed graph. X(G) denotes the set of ail Hamiltonian 
&-cuits of G. H(n, Y) = max{i E(G)l, 1 < ! X(G)1 < Y, j V(G)1 = n>. We 
write H(n) instead of H(n, 1). 
THEOREM. H(n) = (42) + (n/2) - 1. 
Proof. (1) The graph G = (V(G), E(G)) defined by V(G) = {x1 ,‘..j xn), 
(x; , xi) E E(G) iff either j > i or i =j + 1 has just (n”/2) + (n/2) - 1 
arrows and contains only one Hamiltonian circuit (x1 ,..., x, , x,). Thus 
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(2) Let G = (V(G), E(G)), V(G) = (x1 ,..., x.~}, / X(G)\ = 1. Let 
<Xl , x2),..., <x?L 3 xl) E E(G), i.e., (x1 ,.. ., x, , x1) is the Hamiltonian circuit. 
Then the following two conditions must hold: 
(a) If i, j, i’, j’ are distinct elements of {l,..., n}, i < j < i’ < j’ < i 
in the cyclic ordering (1,. . ., n, l), then at least one of the following conditions 
fails to be true: (xi , x~,+~) E: E(G), (xi, , x~+~> E E(G), (xi , Q+~> E E(G), 
<XY , xj+l? E E(G). 
(b) Let i, j, k be distinct elements of {l,..., n), i <j < k < i in the 
cyclic ordering. Then at least one of the following conditions fails to be true: 
<xi 2 x~+I> E E(G), (Xj > XWI > E E(G), (xk , x~+~) E E(G). If (a) (resp. (b)) is not 
satisfied then (xi , xi,+1 , xirFe ,..., xj’ , x~+~ ,..., xi’ , xi+1 ,..., xj , x~‘,~ ,..., xi) 
(resp. (xi , x~+~ , ZX~+~ ,..., xlc , xii-l ,..., xj , x~+~ ) . . . . xi)) is a Hamiltonian 
circuit in G (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
We define the directed graph H = (V(H), E(H)) by V(M) = V(G) and 
<xi , xj) E E(H)iff (xi , xj+J E E(G) and i # j. This definition is to be taken 
mod 12. Then obviously \ E(H)\ = / E(G)\ - n (recall that (x1 , x2 ,..., x, , x1) 
is a Hamiltonian circuit of G) and H has the property P. Hence 
1 E(H)] < (3 - 1; hence / E(G)1 < (n2/2) + (42) - 1 and it finishes the 
proof. 
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Remark. To make the idea of a passage from G to H used in the 
above proof clearer, we observe that another definition is equivalent: 
V(H) = arrows of the Hamiltonian circuit (x1 ,..., x, , x1) and there is an 
arrow from a, to a2 in II, a, , a2 E V(H), a, # a, iff there is an arrow b E E(G) 
such that b starts at the start of a, and ends at the end of a, . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) Sheehan investigated h(n, r) for symmetric graphs (h(n, r) is 
defined like H(n, r) here). He proved that for each II there is the unique 
extremal graph which contains h(n, 1) edges and exactly one Hamiltonian 
cycle. This is not the case for directed graphs: GI , G, (see Fig. 3) are graphs 
FIGURE 3 
containing only one Hamiltonian circuit, 1 E(G,)I = j E(G,)I = H(4) but 
GI r/c G, . It is easy to find such examples for an arbitrary finite number of 
vertices. 
(2) PROPOSITION. 
H(n, 2) = H(n, 3) = f + f for n > 3, 
2 
H(l?, 4) = H(n, 5) = z + n + 1 2 2 
for n > 4. 
We show the outline of the proof in three steps: 
(1) Wn, k) d H(n, k + 1) < Hh k) + 1. 
The proof of statement 1 is evident. 
(2) H(n, k) -C H(n, k + 1) implies H(Iz, k + 2) = H(n, k + I). 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a Hamiltonian graph with 1 E 1 > (n2/2) + 
(n/2) + 1. Then there exists an arrow of G that is contained at least in two 
Hamiltonian circuits and is not contained in all Hamiltonian circuits of G. 
One can employ the fact that in G there are Hamiltonian circuits of the 
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special form described in the proof of the theorem (see Figs. 1 and 2). Thus, 
checking all the possibilities is only a routine matter. 
Assertion 2 easily follows from this. 
(3) Define digraphs G, = (V, E) and G, = (V, E) by VI = V, = 
{1,2 ,..., n}, El = {(i,j), i < jor i =j + l> u ((3, I)} and E, = El U {(4,2)}. 
It holds that 
I WG,)I = 2, 1 E1 j = f + ; 
and 
I ;‘c(G)I = 4, iEzi =g+;+ 1. 
The proof of the proposition follows immediately from 1,2, and the examples 
in 3. 
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